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Abstract

Quick global aggregation of effective distributed parameters
is crucial to federated learning (FL), which requires adequate
bandwidth for parameters communication and sufficient user
data for local training. Otherwise, FL may cost excessive
training time for convergence and produce inaccurate mod-
els. In this paper, we propose a brand-new FL framework,
PROMPTFL, that replaces the federated model training with
the federated prompt training, i.e., let federated participants
train prompts instead of a shared model, to simultaneously
achieve the efficient global aggregation and local training on
insufficient data by exploiting the power of foundation mod-
els (FM) in a distributed way. PROMPTFL ships an off-the-
shelf FM, i.e., CLIP, to distributed clients who would cooper-
atively train shared soft prompts based on very few local data.
Since PROMPTFL only needs to update the prompts instead
of the whole model, both the local training and the global ag-
gregation can be significantly accelerated. And FM trained
over large scale data can provide strong adaptation capabil-
ity to distributed users tasks with the trained soft prompts.
We empirically analyze the PROMPTFL via extensive experi-
ments, and show its superiority in terms of system feasibility,
user privacy, and performance.

Introduction
The ever-growing edge devices, e.g., smart phones, au-
tonomous vehicles, etc., are generating various types and
rapidly growing big data. Artificial intelligence (AI) has
shown its success to mine the big edge data and produce ac-
curate models that can replace human decisions timely and
properly. Traditional AI paradigms require to gather all raw
data to a cloud center for centralized training, which can in-
cur significant communication overhead and potential pri-
vacy leakage, and thus are not desirable for edge users.

Federated learning (FL) has emerged to conduct dis-
tributed machine learning that allows multiple edge users to
jointly train a shared model without sharing their raw data,
which has been demonstrated great success in many edge
applications, e.g., input word prediction, voice assistant, etc.
(Hard et al. 2018; Liang et al. 2020), that can mine massive
distributed data without exposing users’ privacy, and thus are
widely applied in various edge scenarios. The FL training
process comprises of two iterative phases, i.e., local train-
ing and global aggregation. Thus the learning performance
is determined by both the effectiveness of the parameters

from local training and smooth aggregation of them. How-
ever, these two requirements are not easy to satisfy in edge
environment, i.e., edge users often have limited bandwidth
and insufficient data, which can cause inefficient parameters
aggregation, excessive training time and reduced model ac-
curacy.

Existing research efforts have focused on improving the
FL optimization process (Li et al. 2020; Zhao et al. 2018) or
refining model architectures (Qu et al. 2022), but this does
not change that FL inherently entails a large number of com-
munication rounds and a large amount of labeled data for
training, which are often unavailable for edge users. Such
challenges are particularly salient under the combined effect
of a long training process and unfavorable factors such as
non-IID and unbalanced data, limited communication band-
width, and unreliable and limited device availability.

We revisits the question of how FL mines the distributed
data in iterative training rounds, and exploit the emerg-
ing foundation model (FM) to optimize the FL training.
FM refers to large neural model that trained on large scale
data and has strong adaptation capability for various down-
stream tasks. We let federated participants cooperatively
learn prompts instead of models to unleash the power of
FM in a distributed way, whereby both the local training and
global aggregation can be significantly accelerated.

We investigate the behavior of the nascent model in a stan-
dard FL setting using popular off-the-shelf FMs, e.g., CLIP,
and methods for FM adaptation. We propose PROMPTFL,
a framework that replaces existing federated model training
with prompt training, i.e., FL clients train prompts instead of
a model, which can simultaneously exploit the insufficient
local data and reduce the aggregation overhead. PROMPTFL
ships an off-the-shelf public CLIP to users and apply contin-
uous prompts (a.k.a. soft prompts) for FM adaptation, which
requires very few data samples from edge users. The frame-
work is technically very simple but effective. The focus of
our investigation is whether it meets the key principles:
• Feasibility. What are the system costs? We examine the

feasibility of PROMPTFL on modern hardware, focusing
conservatively on personal cell phones. We demonstrate
the feasibility of the system in terms of overhead in com-
munication, training, and inference dimensions.

• Performance. Are PROMPTFL competitive with FL? FL
does not baseline against any such approach, so we im-
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plement a proof-of-concept in the framework, spanning a
range of popular image classification tasks. We observe
PROMPTFL competitive with strong FL baselines.

• Privacy. Is PROMPTFL privacy-preserving? We show
that PROMPTFL keeps data on each device private, aim-
ing to learn global prompts updated only by communi-
cating gradients rather than the data itself, and thus not
less private than FL.

Preliminaries
Foundation Model
AI is going through a paradigm shift with the rise of models
(e.g., BERT, GPT-3, CLIP, DALL-E·2) trained on broad data
using self-supervision at scale that can be adapted to a wide
range of downstream tasks. Researchers call these models
foundation models (FMs) to emphasize their key core. From
a technical standpoint, FMs are not new. However, the sheer
size and scope of FMs over the past few years has expanded
our imagination of what is possible. FMs are scientifically
interesting for their impressive performance and capabili-
ties, but what makes them critical to research is that they
are rapidly being integrated into real-world deployments of
AI systems, with profound implications for users.

CLIP Contrastive Language-Image Pre-Training (CLIP)
is a neural network trained on hundreds of millions of (im-
age, caption) pairs (Radford et al. 2021). CLIP encodes im-
ages and captions separately as vectors, enabling users with
visual modality samples to retrieve, score, or classify sam-
ples from textual modalities. Models are often very fragile
and only know very specific things you trained them to do.
CLIP extends the knowledge of classification models to a
wider range of things by leveraging semantic information in
text. Standard classification models completely discard the
semantic meaning of class labels and simply enumerate nu-
meric classes behind the scenes; CLIP works by understand-
ing the meaning of the classes. ALIGN is another CLIP-like
vision-language pre-training (Jia et al. 2021).

Image Classification with CLIP CLIP pre-trains an im-
age encoder and a text encoder to predict which images are
paired with which texts. We can use this behavior to convert
the CLIP to an image classifier. We may convert all [class] to
captions such as “picture of [class]” and predict the caption
class CLIP estimates the best pairing with the given image.
In many previous works, this has involved prompt template
engineering, in which human engineers or algorithms search
for the best template for each class (Fürst et al. 2021; Li et al.
2021; Singh et al. 2022; Yuan et al. 2021).

Federated Learning
Recent neural models require large amounts of training data
(Dodge et al. 2020), and users typically hold limited-scale
labeled data. To address the challenge of lack of sufficient
data for individual users, federated learning of data across
multiple privacy spheres (i.e., users) has become a popular
framework.

The term federated learning was introduced by (McMa-
han et al. 2017). In a centralized setting, the federated server

initially sends global model parameters to each client. After
training with local data, the participants are only required to
share gradients for model updates. Then the server aggre-
gates the gradients and transmits the updated model back to
each client. More specifically, federated learning is a ma-
chine learning setting where a set of n clients (e.g., mobile
devices) collaboratively train a model under the orchestra-
tion of a federated server (e.g., service provider), while the
training data of clients is stored locally and not exchanged
(Kairouz et al. 2021). The federated server orchestrates the
collaborative training process, by repeating the following
steps until training is converged:

Client Selection Given the unstable client availability, for
the round t of federated learning, the federated server sam-
ples a small subset of m clients meeting eligibility require-
ments out of all n clients to participate in the learning.

Local Training Upon notification of being selected at the
round t, each selected client downloads the current parame-
ters θ of global model and a training program from the feder-
ated server. Each selected client locally computes an update
to the global model on its local training data by executing the
training program. More specifically, the gradients updated at
one client (denoted as G), are computed by ∂`(X,y,θ)

∂θ , where
X , y denote the batches of training data and corresponding
labels, and `(·) refers to the loss function.

The gradients G in typical federated learning settings are
the minimum that must be shared to the server, correspond-
ing to FedSGD method. In FedAVG (McMahan et al. 2017),
models are consecutively updated on more batches of lo-
cal data, which can be several epochs of training, and then
shared. We note that a common way is to share the updated
model θ+G, but this practically amounts to sharingG since
all participants know θ.

Global Aggregation Upon having received local updates
fromm clients, the federated server aggregates these updates
and update its global model, and initiates next round learn-
ing. In addition to the federated learning framework that re-
lies on the centralized server node, there are also some fed-
erated learning implementations based on the decentralized
framework (Roy et al. 2019; Lalitha et al. 2018; Hu, Jiang,
and Wang 2019). This means that the aggregation of gradi-
ents does not necessarily occur in a fixed federation server,
but may also occur in some clients.

Prompt-Based Federated Learning
We hypothesize that an off-the-shelf public CLIP-like model
is shipped to the user device. The CLIP-like model is a pow-
erful image classifier that utilizes linguistic knowledge to
classify images. In other words, CLIP already knows a lot
about the content of images. But to unleash the power of
CLIP in FL, we need to take advantage of something called
prompt engineering that was mentioned in the preliminaries.

Prompt Engineering
The prompting function fprompt(·) is applied to modify the
class label y into a prompt y′ = fprompt(y). The most natural
form of implementing a prompting function is to manually
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Figure 1: Framework and workflow of PROMPTFL. Each client includes a prompt learner (with only a small amount of trainable
parameters) and an out-of-the-box CLIP (with backbone frozen). The federated server aggregates only the parameter updates
of prompt learners over multiple users, and transmit the updated parameters back to each user.

create an intuitive template based on human introspection.
For example, as referred in (Brown et al. 2020) we may man-
ually craft prefix prompts to handle an image classification
task by using templates like “picture of [class]” or “a photo
of a [class]”. Based on that, many approaches have been pro-
posed to automate the template design process.

Specifically, the automated prompting can be further sep-
arated into discrete prompts (a.k.a. hard prompts), where
the prompt is an actual text string, and continuous prompts
(a.k.a. soft prompts), where the prompt is performed di-
rectly in the embedding space of the model (Liu et al. 2021).
Discrete prompts constraint that the embeddings of tem-
plate words be the embeddings of natural language words
(Shin et al. 2020; Gao, Fisch, and Chen 2021). Thus, dis-
crete prompting is a clear way to visualize what “word” are
learned for the vectors (Deng et al. 2022).

Our paper adopts continuous prompts instead of discrete
prompts in FL for the reason that (1) Our purpose of prompt
construction is to find a way to enable FL to efficiently per-
form the image classification tasks, not for human interpreta-
tion, there is no need to limit prompts to human-interpretable
natural language. (2) The templates have their own parame-
ters that can be tuned based on training data from the user,
which is a natural compatibility connecting FL and prompt-
ing. More related topics of continuous prompts can refer to
(Li and Liang 2021; Lester, Al-Rfou, and Constant 2021;
Tsimpoukelli et al. 2021; Hambardzumyan, Khachatrian,
and May 2021; Zhou et al. 2021).

Framework to Learn Prompts in FL
The framework of PROMPTFL is presented in Figure 1. Each
FL client consists of a prompt learner and an out-of-the-box
CLIP model. PROMPTFL introduces only a small amount of
trainable parameters in the prompt learner while keeping the
CLIP backbone frozen. In other words, during local training,
only the parameters of the prompt learner are updated while
the whole CLIP model turns off gradients in both the image
and the text encoder. The federated server is designed to ag-
gregate only the parameter updates of prompt learners over
multiple users, and transmit the updated parameters back to
each user. Thus, PROMPTFL evolves the goal of FL from

model training to prompt learner training.
The CLIP backbone comprises two encoders, one for im-

ages and the other for texts. The image encoder will map
high-dimensional images into a low-dimensional embedding
space. The network of the image encoder can take the form
of a CNN such as ResNet50 (He et al. 2016) or Vision Trans-
former (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021). The text encoder will gen-
erate text representations from input. The network of the text
encoder is a Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017).

Prompt Learner Given a pre-trained CLIP backbone, the
input to the text encoder is designed in the form of [prompt
vectors][class]. Inspired by the simple and straightforward
prompt design in (Zhou et al. 2021), we introduce a set of p
continuous embeddings of dimension d in the [prompt vec-
tors]. d is same as the dimension of word embeddings in
the text encoder, thus 512 by default. p is a hyperparameter
specifying the number of embeddings. In a word, [prompt
vectors] are p learnable d-dimensional vectors.

Given a batch of image-text pairs, CLIP will maximize
the cosine similarity for matched pairs while minimize the
cosine similarity for all other unmatched pairs. Since CLIP
is pre-trained to predict whether an image matches a textual
description, it can compute the classification loss and logits
by aligning the two embedding spaces for images and texts
(i.e., [prompt vectors][class]) respectively. Formally, let g(·)
and h(·) be the feature extraction function of the image and
text encoder. Let wi = h(P,Ki) be the weight vector gener-
ated by the text encoder, where i ∈ [1, k]. k denotes the num-
ber of classes and each (P,Ki) is derived from the prompt
in the form of [prompt vectors][class]i, where [class]i is re-
placed by the word embedding vector of specific class label
name. Let cos[·|·] denote the cosine similarity used by CLIP.
By forwarding a (P,Ki) and an image x, the classification
prediction probability and logits are computed as

p(y = i|x) = exp (cos[g(x)|h(P,Ki)])∑k
j=1 exp (cos[g(x)|h(P,Kj)])

, (1)

where P is the only part that is updated in local back propa-
gation and aggregated in the federated server.



Dimensions
Frameworks PROMPTFL

(150M parameter model)
Federated Learning

(100M parameter model)
Modern Mobile Phone Hardware

(E. Freedman 2021)

Communication 600 MB File Download
1.4 Minutes

40 GB File Download +
40 GB File Upload

Totally 9 Hours

54 Mbps Downstream RateLimit
12 Mbps Upstream RateLimit

(O’Dea 2021)
Training Almost None 4 TFLOPs 1.5 TFLOPs, 8 GB RAM
Inference 60 GFLOPs 40 GFLOPs 1.5 TFLOPs, 8 GB RAM
Storage 600 MB on Disk 400 MB on Disk 1 TB on Disk

Table 1: System cost comparison. Assumes 32 local training batch size, 1 local training epoch, 100 total communication rounds
for FL. Assumes 196 input sequence length, full precision for PROMPTFL and FL.

Prompting are particularly useful in the FL case, as using
prompts to push the model in the correct direction is partic-
ularly effective. This feature enables prompting to converge
quickly in FL, requires less data per user, and is less affected
by adverse factors in the process, e.g., non-IID and unbal-
anced data, limited communication bandwidth, and unreli-
able and limited device availability. In this paper, the prompt
learner employed in PROMPTFL though simple and straight-
forward as a bridge to our core idea is easy to follow. We also
envision that more complex and effective bridges would be
there to replace the role and should be a valuable direction.

System Feasibility
We examine the feasibility of PROMPTFL on modern hard-
ware, focusing conservatively on personal cell phones. We
notice that users can access GPUs from their mobile phones.
Enterprise users have more abundant resources. Without loss
of generality, we take a 100M parameter model for FL and
150M parameter CLIP backbone for image similarity-search
of PROMPTFL. The prompt learner introduces only a small
number of parameters, that can be ignored. We assume that
the FL configures 32 local training batch size, 1 local train-
ing epoch, and 100 total communication rounds, which sug-
gested in (Qu et al. 2022). We also assume that both FL and
PROMPTFL configure 196 input sequence length and the full
precision. The system cost comparison is summarized in Ta-
ble 1 along the following dimensions:

Communication The average download speed within the
globe for mobile internet was 54 Mbps, and the average up-
load speed for mobile internet was 12 Mbps that reported by
2021 (O’Dea 2021). PROMPTFL requires locally download-
ing while FL requires communicating the model repeatedly
between users and the federated server. Thus, the commu-
nication cost in terms of file transfer volume is that it takes
only 1.4 minutes to transfer 600MB for PROMPTFL, and 9
hours for FL to transfer 40GB.

Training and Inference FL requires FLOPs computed by
(2×3×model parameters×local training epoch×local train-
ing batch size×input sequence length) for training, while the
training FLOPs of PROMPTFL is much smaller and negligi-
ble compared to FL. For both PROMPTFL and FL, inference
requires FLOPs computed by (2×model parameters×input
sequence length), in the setting where the key and value vec-
tors for attention computation are cached. Compared to the
acceptable computational and storage costs, the RAM on the

modern cell phones is a key bottleneck. We believe that this
bottleneck will no longer be a problem in the near future as
the techniques evolve: (1) Out-of-the-box offloading infer-
ence (Rajbhandari et al. 2021). (2) Trends for more RAM
(Patterson 2022) and tiny CLIPs (Sisodia 2021). (3) Infer-
ence with quantization methods (Gholami et al. 2021).

Compatibility Apart from image classification, many dif-
ferent vision tasks are compatible with PROMPTFL, such as
object detection (Gu et al. 2021), video understanding (Xu
et al. 2021) and visual question answering (Shen et al. 2021).
This means that the system cost of PROMPTFL is shared by
many tasks. The prompt learner incurs these costs per per-
sonal task specific user subset requires. PROMPTFL is thus
competitive in terms of economics.

Privacy Concerns
As we have outlined in the framework, PROMPTFL achieves
to train prompts in concert with the federated server. Each
participant user only needs to upload its local parameter up-
date of the prompt learner rather than the raw data of images.
Such a method avoids leakage of raw images, thereby bet-
ter adapting to the privacy-preserving settings of the FL. On
the other hand, the parameters of prompt learner only de-
scribes the correlation between classes and textual prompts,
and do not directly contain any visual feature embeddings.
Also, the parameters of prompt learner are static (i.e., input-
agnostic) across the training data. This is useful when faced
with a server that wants to recover the raw data from an up-
date (Zhu, Liu, and Han 2019).

Inference APIs While pre-trained CLIPs are available for
download at the time of writing this paper, high-performance
models in these domains are often costly to train. For exam-
ple, the CLIP model trained on 400 million labeled images.
The training process took 30 days across 592 V100 GPUs
(Radford et al. 2021). This would have cost million dollars to
train on AWS on-demand instances. The value of these mod-
els and their exposure over publicly-accessible APIs make
us rethink the framework of PROMPTFL. As illustrated in
Figure 1, we hypothesize that the model APIs typically re-
turn low-dimensional outputs like confidence scores or log-
its, so information leakage is significantly reduced (Dziedzic
et al. 2022). In such a case, the prompt learner can still be
trained normally, because the CLIP backbone is kept frozen
during the training process. The difference is that users need
to make queries to the model APIs with their private images.



BENCHMARK METHOD
IID EXTREME NON-IID LEARNABLE

Accuracy↑ F-1↑ Accuracy↑ F-1↑ PARAMETERS

Rn50 Vit Rn50 Vit Rn50 Vit Rn50 Vit Rn50 Vit

Caltech101
PROMPTFL 90.18 94.65 86.09 91.76 88.72 94.12 83.98 90.48 0.1% 0.01%
Finetuning FL 90.02 93.1 84.72 89.07 29.78 29.89 12.2 12.2 100% 100%
FL from scratch 32.41 32.49 10.51 12.89 - - - - 100% 100%

Flowers102
PROMPTFL 88.14 90.5 87.62 90.14 66.3 74.75 60.14 69.13 0.1% 0.01%
Finetuning FL 92.6 91.9 91.56 90.7 24.4 24.5 10.68 11.18 100% 100%
FL from scratch 33.17 38 25.7 32.5 - - - - 100% 100%

OxfordPets
PROMPTFL 88.5 92.89 88.44 92.8 87.03 89.51 86.85 88.45 0.1% 0.01%
Finetuning FL 90.38 92.1 90.06 91.92 24.83 25.27 11.3 11.93 100% 100%
FL from scratch 10.25 8.722 7.624 8.318 - - - - 100% 100%

Food101
PROMPTFL 78.0 85.75 77.9 85.66 78.1 85.88 78.03 85.8 0.1% 0.01%
Finetuning FL 69.28 76.68 69.08 76.85 22.92 23.8 10.19 10.73 100% 100%
FL from scratch 21.11 21.03 19.75 19.92 - - - - 100% 100%

Table 2: Performance of PROMPTFL against existing FL framework on the four datasets. The table report the accuracy and
F-1 score according to the corresponding backbone and method. The best score of each group appears in bold. Compared with
finetuning and training from the scratch, PROMPTFL only update 0.01% ∼ 0.1% parameters, however, still outperforms other
methods across datasets. Given the poor result in training from the scratch even with iid mode, we assume that the performance
from the non-iid setting can be even wore, so we omit the result in this row.

Some lightweight secure inference techniques like (Liu et al.
2020) can be used in the framework to protect privacy.

Experiments
Our experiments aim to answer the following research ques-
tions that are important for the practical deployment of FL
methods, while also contributing to our understanding of the
PROMPTFL paradigm.

• Is PROMPTFL able to train a competitive performance in
FL as compared to which have been the de-facto method
on image classification tasks?

• Is PROMPTFL capable of handling heterogeneous data
distributions (a.k.a. non-IID settings) across clients?

• Is PROMPTFL competitive with the de-facto method in
terms of computational communication overhead?

• What is the difference between PROMPTFL and the fine-
tuning of visual pre-trained models in FL?

• What practical tips help the service provider and partici-
pants deploy PROMPTFL in FL?

Experimental Setup
Datasets We select a representative collection of recog-
nition datasets used in CLIP as our benchmarks. General
Objects: Caltech101 (Fei-Fei, Fergus, and Perona 2004) for
general object detection. Fine-grained Categories: Flow-
ers102 (Nilsback and Zisserman 2008), OxfordPets (Parkhi
et al. 2012) and Food101 (Bossard, Guillaumin, and Gool
2014) for fine-grained classification from diversified cate-
gories.

Baselines As compared to our proposed PROMPTFL, we
choose current representative framework in FL, FedAVG,

by updating and averaging the model weights collabora-
tively among server and clients. We compare both training
from the scratch and fine-tuning with pretrained models as
our baseline method. We select the most prevailing models,
Vit b16 and Retnet50, as our backbone in both our image
encoder of PROMPTFL and the corresponding backbone in
the baseline method.

Fine-tuning vs. Prompting How does the prompting dif-
fer from the existing adaptation method in FL? Currently in
vision, the standard adaptation method is fine-tuning. There-
fore we consider fine-tuning as the de-facto way of adapting
visual pre-trained models in FL. Fine-tuning is highly flex-
ible in its usage: it can adapt the pre-trained models to new
input domains or new tasks with different output semantics.
Yet it also requires some level of access to the pre-trained
models: often entire parameters. Unlike fine-tuning, prompt-
ing adapts the inputs to a pre-trained model by modifying the
model’s inputs. This opens up unique applications: the input-
space adaptation puts control in the hands of the FL user; FL
users only need to find the prompts, they don’t need to con-
trol the pre-trained model itself while training and testing. In
this way, FL users can provide adapted images and prompts
to an online API that can only operate on their inputs. On the
other hand, fine-tuning is typically conditioned on inputs.
Its update also directly contains some embeddings of visual
feature information. In contrast, the prompts we explore in
this paper are input-agnostic across the training data. So the
prompting can prevent leaking of user’s private information
from FL update to a certain extent.

CLIP PROMPTFL For CLIP, an image-language model,
PROMPTFL organizes users to collaboratively learn prompts
as the CLIP’s output transformation function. Given a frozen
pre-trained CLIP F and a task dataset D{(xm, ym)} across
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Figure 2: Performance of PROMPTFL with different class distribution. Bars represent accuracy and lines indicate F-1 score.
We range the class distributed on each client from entirely disparate to 10%, 20% and 50% number of classes repeated on more
than one client. Compared with the collapse of existing framework in 2, the performance of PROMPTFL remains stable and
competitive. Further more, 50% overlapping of classes shows slightly improvement across majority of datasets and backbone.
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Figure 3: Performance of PROMPTFL with different
clients and shots. The overall performance enhanced as the
number of shots increasing. However, as the classes on each
client become sufficient, the performance of clients with dif-
ferent clients reach similar optimal results, which on the
other hand reveals that clients number do not affect the per-
formance of PROMPTFL.

clients, the target of PROMPTFL is to learn a single, static,
task-specific prompting fprompt on class space parameterized
by [prompt vectors]. Image classes are represented by labels
(e.g., ‘panda’) which are then prompted (i.e., ‘[prompt vec-
tors][panda]’) to specify the context of the user’s task. We
follow CLIP’s protocol and compute the cosine similarity of
the embeddings for each class, normalized to a probability
distribution via softmax. The class with the highest probabil-
ity is selected as the model output. The prompting is added
to the class space to form a prompted output y + vf . Dur-
ing training, PROMPTFL will maximize the likelihood of the

correct label y,

max
fprompt

pF ;fprompt
(y + vf |x), (2)

while the gradient updates are applied only to the [prompt
vectors] vf and the CLIP parameters F remain frozen. Dur-
ing validation, the optimized prompt is added to all test-time
classes, Dtest{(xm, ym+vf )}, which will be then processed
through the frozen F .

Training Details To validate the effectiveness of our
method, we compare the performance of PROMPTFL with
existing framework by 1)training the collaborative model
from the scratch and 2)fine-tuning the full model with pre-
trained weights. We evaluate the performance across four
representative dataset used in CLIP for both general ob-
jects and fine-grained classification. We report the perfor-
mance with two representative and influential backbone,
Resnet50(38.3M parameters) and Vit b16(86.6M parame-
ters). For the evaluation metrics, we select three aspects
to assess the performance of each method, 1)representative
Top-1 accuracy on the test set, 2)F1 score to measure the
weighted and unified average of precision and recall, which
is more useful especially on unbalanced class distribution,
3)as well as the computational and communication cost re-
ported in Fig. 4. We presuming that higher result on accuracy
and F-1 score as well as lower result on computation latency
will lead to better a framework, detailed comparison results
show the superior if PROMPTFL in Tab. 2.

All experiments are conducted with Pytorch on GeForce
RTX 3090 GPU. Training is performed with SGD with
0.001 learning rate. Tab. 2 measures the overall perfor-
mance of PROMPTFL against existing framework from the
perspective of two data distribution settings. For the iid
setting, each client shares the same classes, while for the
extreme non-iid setting, each client owns the independent
and non-overlapping classes. We can see that from Tab. 2,
PROMPTFL obtains superior results with similar or better
accuracy and F1 value, but with only 0.01% ∼ 0.1% learn-
able parameters with the iid setting. Further more, with
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Figure 4: Comparison of computation and communication cost of PROMPTFL and Finetuning FL. We measure the com-
munication cost by the size of uploaded data per round, and observe that finetuning FL takes up to 110 times of cost more than
PROMPTFL. Furthermore, finetuning and training from scratch take 2 to 3 times of round more than PROMPTFL for training,
which exacerbate the communication expenses. We also utilize GPU memory usage, training GPU time and training data usage
to evaluate the computational cost. Training GPU time is calculated by the time of training 50 epoch and training data usage
is reported by training food101, which we can observe that finetuning require 250× more than PROMPTFL. We can see that
PROMPTFL surpasses the existing framework in the entire aspects of communication and computation efficiency.

the non-iid setting PROMPTFL achieves competitive per-
formance on both accuracy and efficiency against existing
framework. Superior outcome on both settings manifest the
advantage of our proposed PROMPTFL.

Data Distribution Analysis After obtaining the decent
performance in both extreme iid and non-iid setting, we
hope to further testify the stability of PROMPTFL and fig-
ure out the impact of different data distribution on clients to
the performance of PROMPTFL. To observe the intermedi-
ate status, we select p% overlapped ratio of classes from 0%
to 10%, 20% and 50%, which means that p% of classes will
appear on more than one client and the remaining 1 − p%
classes only shows on single client. Fig. 2 reports the ac-
curacy and F1 with corresponding distribution. From the re-
sult, we observe that given the circumstance that the class
on each client is sufficient, the distribution of class has not
much impact on the performance of PROMPTFL, only a tiny
improvement when the overlapping of classes reaches 50%.
On the contrary, existing framework shows miserable stabil-
ity when encountering shifted class distribution other than
unified mode by observing the Tab. 2

Impact of number of shots Following the few-shot eval-
uation setting adopted in CLIP, we use 2, 4, 8, 16 shots in
training PROMPTFL and validate the performance with cor-
responding test sets. Unlike the circumstance in the cen-
tralized mode where data only from a single entrance,
PROMPTFL involves several participants. Thus we redeclare
that the number of shots for the FL mode implies the overall
shot containing the entire participants, which is more practi-
cal and accord with the class unbalance scenarios in the real-
world. From the result in 3, we observe that as the number
of training examples per class increases, the performance of
PROMPTFL enhanced. Furthermore, for the setting of ade-
quate clients with sufficient class number on each client, the
accuracy for each setting reveals rather steady.

Comparison with different clients Next, to eliminate the
possible impact caused by different clients, we further study
the performance of PROMPTFL with different clients from
16 to 32 to 64, with the iid mode that each client owns ran-

dom set of classes. Also, to avoid that the collapse of perfor-
mance due to deficiency of class on each client, especially
for the case with large clients number, we also range the
number of shots from 2 to 4 to 8 to 16. We observe that
for different number of clients, performance will reach sim-
ilar optimum for as the classes on each client is sufficient.
For example, in caltech101, all settings achieve around 89%
with 16 shots.

Computation and Communication Cost Analysis We
also analyse the efficiency of PROMPTFL with regard to
the computation and communication cost during training.
We measure the communication cost by the size of up-
loaded data per round, and the total round to be trans-
mitted. For the computation cost, we calculate the GPU
memory utilization and training GPU time for given steps.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison between existing finetun-
ing framework and our proposed PROMPTFL. We observe
that PROMPTFL can save at most 110 times communication
cost per round compared to existing prevailing method, let
alone that PROMPTFL takes half of rounds to reach con-
vergence, which makes a wider disparity in communication
cost between them. As for the computation cost, we report
the comparison of GPU time as in the same given steps,
where PROMPTFL remains outperform existing framework
around 3 times. Further more, there is huge advantage that
PROMPTFL consumes far less GPU memory during train-
ing, which can alleviate the system burden in practical.

Conclusion
Overall, there are many unknowns about PROMPTFL and
this paper sets out to investigate its feasibility. In summary:
(1) We demonstrate the system feasibility of PROMPTFL on
modern hardware, in terms of overhead in communication,
training, and inference. (2) We show that PROMPTFL keeps
data on each device private, aiming to learn global prompts
updated only by communicating gradients rather than the
data itself, and thus not less private than FL. (3) We imple-
ment a proof-of-concept in the framework, spanning a range
of popular image classification tasks. We find PROMPTFL
to be competitive with strong FL baselines.
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